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Abstract

Kurzfassung

Development of the Danube river road between two world wars had provided dynamic

Die Entwicklung des Flussweges an der Donau in der Zeit zwischen den Weltkriegen hat die

development of large spectra of industrial architecture structures such as quays and ports,

rasante Entwicklung der verschiedenen Arten von Gebäuden der Industriearchitektur ermöglicht.

warehouses and depots, but also diverse types of production complexes for storing and

Der Bestandteil des Produktionsprozesses war die Lagerung und Verarbeitung der Getreide.

processing grains.

Das Silo befindet sich im westlichen Teil von Smederevo, Serbien, an der Donau, und wurde

The Silo is located in the western part of Smederevo, Serbia, on the Danube, and was built

Anfang des 20. Jahrhunderts gebaut.

at the beginning of the 20th century.
Die vorliegende Diplomarbeit befasst sich mit der baugeschichtlichen Analyse des Baubestands
The thesis deals with the structural analysis and the current state of the building, as well with the

und mit dem aktuellen Zustand des Gebäudes. Durch die Verlagerung des Industriegebietes und

historical development of the entire industrial area. By moving industrial areas and confronting

der Auseinandersetzung mit den aktuellen städtebaulichen Konzepten soll schließlich ein Entwurf

the current urban concepts, design for the reuse and reactivation of the forgotten cultural

für die Umnutzung des vergessenen Kulturguts als Museum entwickelt werden. Das Ziel dieser

heritage is to be developed in such a manner, that it provides base for building a museum.

Arbeit ist zu zeigen, dass selbst ein scheinbar wertloses Objekt bestimmte authentische Werte

The aim of this thesis is to show that even seemingly worthless objects can have certain authentic

aufweisen kann, dessen Hervorhebung mit einem neuen Zweck für die Gegenwart sowie Zukunft

values, whose emphasizing can be significant for the present as well as for the future of a place.

eines Ortes sehr relevant sein kann.
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01| Historical and geographical description
Serbia

Historical and geographical description

Serbia is located on landmass of the Balkan Peninsula,
surrounded by warm seas (Adriatic, Aegean, and Black) while in
the north it leans on the European continent. The northern part
of the Republic consists of plains, while the hills and
mountains are in the southern part.
Belgrade, capital of Serbia, lies on Danube, a waterway
connecting Western and Central Europe countries with the
countries of Southeastern and Eastern Europe. Its harbour is
visited by ships from the Black Sea, and with the opening of the
Rhine-Main-Danube Canal, it became a central point of the most
important waterway in Europe which extends from the North
Sea and the Atlantic Ocean all the way to the Black Sea.
Following the Slavic migrations to the Balkans postdating the
6th century, Serbs established several states in the early Middle
Ages. The Serbian Kingdom obtained recognition by Rome and
the Byzantine Empire in 1217, reaching its peak in 1346 as a
relatively short-lived Serbian Empire. By the mid-16th century,
the entire modern-day Serbia was annexed by the Ottomans
Following disastrous casualties in World War I,
and the subsequent unification of the former Habsburg
crownland of Vojvodina (and other territories) with Serbia, the
country co-founded Yugoslavia with other South Slavic peoples,
which would exist in various political formations until the
Yugoslav Wars of the 1990s. During the breakup of Yugoslavia,
Serbia formed a union with Montenegro which dissolved

01.Map of Europe

peacefully in 2006, when Serbia reestablished its independence.
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Smederevo

Historical and geographical description
Smederevo is located in northeast part of Serbia, on the second
biggest European river- Danube. It represents the administrative
center of Poduvalje district and is only 46km away from
Belgrade. Because of its position (closeness of Belgrade, Danube,
and Great Morava), Smederevo managed to become one of the

Danube

most important city for country’s development, which also had
a great impact on flow of people migrations and other historical
relevant points.
Belgrade

Total Smederevo’s area is 481,7km2 and there are approximately

Smederevo

107.000 people currently living there. Because of its microlocation (location between two extremely important corridors X
and VII), Smederevo represents one of the most crucial between
Western and East-Southern Europe. Its harbor is the one on the
northest point for the ships coming from the Black Sea, it is near
Djerdap I, and is also connected with right coast by Kovinski most
(bridge between Smederevo and Kovin).
According to the Spatial plan of the Republic of Serbia (which
is approved in 1996.), Smederevo becomes not only regional
center, but also an encounter point of two extremely relevant
river zones (Sava-Danube and Danube-Great Morava), and it is
planned to be profiled as a port city and as a multimodal traffic
node.

02.Map of Serbia
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The oldest traces of human presence in this area derive from

In year 441., as a result of Huns’ ravage, long period of

30.000 B.C. and are part of Palaeolithic age. They were found

instability began, which lasted until the beginning of Middle

in the area of an old brickyard Jefremovic (today’s Sport centre)

ages, and which can be characterized as a period of a dynamic

and on Carina (brickyard Nikola Krga). As a main consequence

political changes. It is presumed that the oldest phase of Kulic

of inadequate exploration, different areas of Vranovo, Vucak,

fort derives from that period. When it comes to Balkan’s part

Radinac and Udovice are only places which can serve as a base

of Byzantium, it is stated that the crucial role in that area in VII

for exploring course of populating in the earliest period of time.

century belonged to Slavs, who permanently colonized it and in

From the beginning of the new era, i.e. period of romanisation

IX and X century formed Morava principality at the very place

of whole Donje Podunavljes’s area, not only do we have written

where Morava

proofs, but also tangible remains of Roman fort Mons Aureus

becomes part of Danube. Episcopal cathedra was located in

nearby Oresac, in small place called Cirilovac (whilom Vincea),

Moraviste (former Margum).

and also traces of Roman necropolis in number of
areas orb Smederevo. Alongside Danube’s right shore Romans

These areas became parts of the medieval Serbian state in XIII

had defined their military border called limes, bounded with

century, during the reign of Milutin and Dragutin, brothers who

Military road (orig. Via militaris), which served as link between

managed to anchor their power in Branicevo right after the

east and west parts of the empire and provided connection with

triumph over Bulgarian rulers, brothers Drman and Kudelin in

Dakija. Consolidation of a border should be accomplished by

1291. near Zdrelo.

03. Viminacium

building large number of military facilities and also forming a
diverse spectre of a civil contents.
Area of central Serbia was in that stage part of Roman
province Gornje Mezije, with a Viminacijum (which is located
near Kostolac) as a capital. Close connection between
Smederevo on one side, and Viminacijum and Margum, on
the other, had to a large extension effect on development of
Smederevo in that specific period of time. Path of the Military
road ranged throughout Godomin field in Smederevo, over the
river Morava, probably ending in Brezane village.
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Last phase of medieval Serbia statehood is also the most

In XVI and XVII century Smederevo’s regional significance had

important for Smederevo, since it becomes capital. After

also declined, thus channeling its development in way of more

Hungary occupied Belgrade in 1427., despot Djuradj

silent, oriental, by area smaller town with just a few mosques,

Brankovic decided to form new capital by building the fortress on

caravans of seraglio, and also with dockyard, port and furnace.

the very confluence of Jezava-Danube. This process of building
was consisted of two phases: first phase lasted from 1428-1430.,

After the unsuccessful attempt of Turkish occupation of

whereas the second phase took place between 1430. and 1439.

Vienna in 1683., Austrians undertook large-scaled counter

in which sub town was also built on the area of 10 hectares.

offensive, thus making their way right to the Skopje. At the

The castle, sacral, living and business objects were also built

end of XVII and during XVIII century Smederevo was known for

alongside the fortification. As a main consequence of a former,

constant shift of Austrian and Turkish reign. Under the rule of

Smederevo had quickly became political, religious, and cultural

Austria, Smederevo suffered from diverse attacks and

core of Serbia. During the first half of XV century on

devastation, although current rulers managed to build extern

Karadjordjevo brdo (which is located south-west from

defense wall which was defined as palisade rampart with a

fortification) was also situated the church known as Crkva

couple more bastions. Line of the rampart was clearly

Uspenja Presvete Bogorodice. Yet, this exponential growth was

presented in the plans of the city, wherefrom can easily be seen

about to be stopped, since Turks occupied not only Smederevo,

that it (rampart) followed the configuration of the terrain, with

but also the whole Serbia (1459).

all important strategic point allocated throughout Karadjordjevo

In newly arose situation Smederevo managed to keep its status

brdo and other spots relevant for the sub town’s communication.

of capital, since it served as the center of sandzak until 1521,

Turkey managed to repress Austria in 1791., when Treaty of

when Belgrade became victim of occupation. In the second half

Svistova came into force.

04. Smederevo Fortress by Friedrich Kunke, 1800-1900

of XV century Turks anchored their power and improved their
defense mechanism by building four more canon towers. At the
same time Hungarians are trying to retain control over the area
located on the right side of the Danube allying with the Vuk
Grgurevic, which resulted in building minor Palisade fortress on
the field of Godomin, which used to be operative for a short
period of time. After the Turkish occupation, path that led to
Carigrad was relocated on the left side of Morava, nearby today’s
highway. As a main result of these events, Smederevo lost a
major part of its relevance and quickly became passing station
for those who were traveling nearby.
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In period of renewing Serbian constitution in XIX century,

Gymnasium, Credit bank of Smederevo, Tobacco monopoly, Vine

Smederevo once again became relevant area of the state since

society; new quay with Customs office, few hotels and ware

after its freeing in 1805. it became centre of the insurgent

houses was also part of expansion and growth. Around the city

administration- Praviteljstvujusci sovjet serbski. The exact

arose couple of villas and holiday homes, where each one of them

location of the building could not be determined, since there are

had beautiful garden and park; one of the most famous and most

very few historical data about it. All of that provided Smederevo

pompous is definitely Vila Obrenovic. In 1882.the city managed

to become one of the greatest trade centre, but also a centre of

to attain a railway as well, which on the one hand was of a great

the Smederevo county. At the beginning of 1807.Belgrade is free

economic importance for it, but on the other hand caused an

and assumes the role of the Sovjet’s centre.

alteration of the city’s fortress by demolishing its outer walls and
entrance tower, causing its separation from the sub town. Along

1815-1867. was a period of establishing several institutions of

with the development of agriculture and trade, manufacturing

a great importance, such as magistracy, court, schools, custom

sector also became relative, especially metal industry, which led

office. Relevance of these objects in that period was huge,

to a construction of SARTID in 1913.

although they are not to be found in modern history of the city.
Division between Serbian and Turkish areas was more than

Temporally development break in XX century was caused by

noticeable, but one of the most important object built in this

Balkan wars and First world war. Lots of objects and monuments

period is definitely Church of St.Georgija in the very core of the

suffered great damage (like fortress and Church of St.

city, which can also be seen nowadays in its initial form. Church

Georgija), while some of them completely vanished, as a main

also served as a symbol of completely altered structure of

result of Austria occupation. During the First world war one very

population living in this area.

important battle, which had always been excluded from

06. Church of St.Georgija

historiography, took its place on Smederevo coastal. Namely in
During the second half of XIX and beginning of the XX

1914, on Mitrovdan, after triumph on Cer, and before battle at

century political circumstances in state improved, thus providing

Kolubara, Serbian army managed to defeat enemies in

a good base for exponential growth and town planning. In 1866.

Smederevo, which account for success in restraining Austrian

Smederevo attained status of a small town (conformable with

army from any further offensive and thus pushing the enemies

City law) and after complementing the law in 1885, each city was

out of the Serbian borders.

obligated to provide its own plan of regulation, which is to be
used in city’s development and planning. More rapid
urbanization can be also seen after the wars between Serbia and
Turkey (1876.-1878.). In that period diverse buildings of a great
importance were made, such as: Building of the County

07. Golden Hill Villa

Prefecture, Endowment of Steva Kuzmanovic Krsljanin,
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Interwar period meant further urban and industrial
development of city. In this period were defined main courses
of urbanistic city planning. Main square was made (which until
that moment was Great market), and whose significance only
increased after the construction of Town hall and hotel “Ninic”.
Exponential progress of a city can be seen as discontinuous,
which arose as a result of destruction that city survived in that
period, especially in the World War II, during the great
ammunition explosion in Tvrdjava, on June 5th, 1941. Besides
that, Smederevo suffered a great casualties, which were the
result of enemies’ air strikes. At that moment, while the war still
lasted, we had rather paradoxical and for most people
incomprehensible situation: on one side we had ruins and
partly damaged objects as a collateral damage, and on the
other we had already formed a board (Special commissariat

08. Old metal factory

for restoration of Smederevo) , ready to start reconstruction of
city. Everything mentioned above had resulted in building the
construction in national manner, and most of them are still
preserved and enweaved in a modern contexture of the city
core.

09.Smederevo Fortress, Small Town
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02| Architectural heritage protection
Protection of cultural heritage - legislative framework in the Republic of Serbia
Architectural heritage protection

The legal notice of the Law itself refers to the fact that since

Types of cultural heritage according to LCH:

1994, when the previous (not the first one)* Law was adopted,

•

Immobile cultural heritage (Article 19.22):

there has not been any substantial radical change of the legal

- national heritage site

framework regarding the protection of the cultural heritage but

- spatial cultural-historical heritage sites

that there have only been addendums and modifications, i.e.

- archaeological sites

improvements of the basic one.

- significant places and sites

* The previous Law on Cultural Heritage was from 1990 (“Official

•

movable cultural heritage

Gazette of the Republic of Serbia”, No. 06/90)

•

heritage with previous protection (Article 27)

Subordinated legislations (rulebooks, ordinances and etc.) in the

Categories of cultural goods and properties (depending on their

sphere of the protection of cultural heritage do not exist (except

significance):

the ones referring to the manner of maintenance of the cultural

•

cultural heritage

heritage under protection, data about the heritage in the registry

•

cultural heritage of high importance

and similar).All decisions are defined by the Law.

•

cultural heritage of exceptional importance

Incompatibility of the Law on Cultural Heritage with certain

Structure of the institutions of protection:

regulations from other areas at the national level (e.g. Law on

•

Planning and Construction, Law on Cultural Heritage is
most commonly combined with this law in application in

– national level
•

practice). * The most obvious example of the incompatibility is
the requirement, which is in accordance with Law on Cultural

Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments
Provincial Institute for the Protection of Cultural
Monuments of Vojvodina – provincial level

•

institutions that deal with cultural affairs, which are

Heritage (LCH), of issuing the opinion of the relevant

organized at the regional level (they cover one or more

institution of protection of the document for which the

regions) – there are 10 of them: Belgrade, Novi Sad,

conservation requirements have been previously issued – which

Zrenjanin, Pancevo, Subotica, Smederevo, Kragujevac,

is not consistent with the Law on Planning and Construction

Kraljevo, Nis, Valjevo

(LPC). None of the procedures in LPC (preparation of design
documentation, urban design conditions, unified issuing of
licenses and permits) recognizes feedback, i.e. consent of the
institution of protection for the prepared documentation (in
accordance to LPC, the responsibility for the correctness of the
documentation is on the planners, urban planners, designers,
who are subjected to the Law with their licenses.
Kaleidoscope | revitalisation and reuse of Silo in Smederevo, Serbien
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Obligations in the procedures regarding keeping records of

Procedure for determining cultural heritage - Article 56 - 58 LCH:

cultural heritage (Article 29):

•

Records:
•
•

•

•

relevant institution of protection (regional) starts the
proposal for determining the immovable cultural heritage

institution of protection keeps records of heritage that have

•

institutions of protection send their proposals for

previous protection

determining cultural heritage of high and exceptional

institution of protection, within 30 days from the date of

importance to the Republic Institute for the Protection of

recording, notifies the owner of the immovable property

Cultural Monuments

and municipality that a certain heritage was recorded

- unified proposals for cultural heritage of exceptional

institution of protection has the deadline of 2 years to

importance are submitted to the relevant Ministry for

determine whether the owner of the immovable property

cultural affairs by the institutions of protection, and for

has ownership rights and to propose the given heritage for

further submission to the Government of the 		

the status of cultural heritage

Republic of Serbia

if the recorded immovable property was not determined for

- unified proposals for cultural heritage of high 		

the cultural heritage within 3 years from the date of keeping

importance are submitted to the relevant Ministry by

the record, the prescribed measures by the Law would not

the Republic Institute, and for further submission to 		

apply to it (i.e. it is deleted from the records).

the Government of the Republic of Serbia

- for the heritage that have earlier protection, 		

•

during the procedure for the determining the immovable

protection measures that refer to cultural heritage are

cultural the Republic Institute is obliged to justify the

applied to it (during the period of possessing this 		

reasons on the basis of which certain immovable property

status, i.e. the longest period is 3 years)

is proposed for determining whether it is cultural heritage
as well as to submit opinions of the owners of immovable

Procedure and jurisdiction for determining upon immovable

property as well as interested institutions and organizations

cultural heritage:

(first of all, there is public advertising when opinions are

Jurisdiction – Article 47 - 48 LCH:

collected; public advertising lasts for 30 days)

•

•

immovable cultural heritage of exceptional significance is

•

in this procedure, the Republic Institute is obliged to submit:

determined by the National Assembly of the Republic of

name, description of the cultural heritage, boundaries of the

Serbia

protected environment, protection measures* regarding the

immovable cultural heritage of high importance is

keeping, maintenance and usage of that cultural heritage

determined by the Government of the Republic of Serbia
•

immovable cultural heritage is determined by the
Republic Institute for the Protection of Cultural Monuments

Kaleidoscope | revitalisation and reuse of Silo in Smederevo, Serbien
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* protection measures include:

which prepare the necessary documentation, opinions,

1| more precise conditions for keeping, maintenance and usage

advertising and similar, this implies that these institutions have

of the heritage in question

adequate capacities for conducting the procedure (above all,

2| technical-protective measures due to the protection of

expert, but technical and administrative as well).

heritage from damages, destroying and theft
3| manner of protection of usage and accessibility of the

In practice, in Serbia, however, the number of employees in

heritage to public

institution which deal with cultural affairs is limited (and legal

4| limitations and restrictions regarding the management of the

regulations do not allow hiring new ones), so the practical

heritage and its usage

application of the instruments and procedures of protection is

5| limitations, i.e. prohibitions of the execution of certain

slowed. For the procedures of preparation of technical

construction works, changes in the terrain and usage of the

documentation for determining upon the cultural heritage,

ground within protected environment as well as changes of the

institutions of protection, in general, within the legal regulations

purpose of certain cultural heritage

of the Republic of Serbia, have the right to hire third parties (in

6| removal of construction or other structures that jeopardize

the processes of public procurements), but there is a problem

the protection or usage of cultural heritage by their own

since there are not defined funds for this type of engagement,

existence (* this is regulated by the Law on Expropriation, i.e. the

and people that prepare documentation in the area of

structure that is meant to be demolished is expropriated at first)

protection need to have passed state license exam in the field

•

the relevant Ministry submits the unified proposal for

of conservatory works (in accordance to the Law), which narrow

determination to the Government of the Republic of Serbia

the circle of qualified people who can prepare this type of

the Government of the Republic of Serbia adopts a decision

documentation.

•

on determination of immovable cultural heritage; the
decision contains: description and time of origin of cultural

There are a lot of examples that some structures and objects are

heritage, type, place where it is located, owner’s name as

put in the record at a certain point, and that the deadline of 3

well as legal basis on the basis of which it is determined to

years for determining has passed in the meantime, when every

be cultural heritage

type of protection is removed from these objects and structures.

-

on the basis on the decision on determination, cultural

Only in Smederevo there were 250 objects under earlier

heritage is recorded in the Registry of cultural heritage

protection, and this was successively removed on about 150 of
them at this moment). Unfortunately the building of a Silo is one

Taking into account that the entire procedure of determination

of those examples were protection is removed. Nevertheless, it

is upon the institutions of protection (originally institutions of

is an important part of the history of this city. It is a reminder of

protection and then the Republic Institute for the Protection of

the first, and actually the only industrial complex of such scale.

Cultural Monuments),
Kaleidoscope | revitalisation and reuse of Silo in Smederevo, Serbien
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Architectural heritage protection of Smederevo

Architectural heritage protection

The starting point for the preparation of preservation plan

Characteristics of the system

“Smederevo 2020” stems from the need to preserve the

The total urban system of Smederevo was formed in different

heritage of the city as the basis of its identity, but also the basis

epochs, without the special adaption of construction in different

for its development and improvement of the quality of life. This

periods, or even with the negation of the previous one.

view is certainly conditioned by many contemporary economic

According to previous, it is distinguished by the heterogeneity of

aspirations, but above all by the fact that the heritage is a

the ambient and the complex in which the architectural heritage

non-renewable resource of the city and a stimulus for

is represented as a system recognizable in segments. Of course,

development in many segments.

the basis for such formation is the system of road directions,
created spontaneously, in accordance with needs and

Anchorage in this position is also in the general goals of

topography. The complex of these directions, although partially

drafting the General Plan “Smederevo 2020” defined in the

disturbed, is still visible today.

“Program” for the development of the same plan. Of the six

Smederevo’s urban legacy was formed on a base of historical

basic objectives, five relate to the scope of heritage protection:

relevant paths, which merged with each other in a rather acute

1| the spatial organization of the settlement, which creates

angle, thus forming a whole system of a squares shaped as

better living conditions,

triangles and significant points for the town.

2| the preservation and improvement of the overall architectural
heritage, the tradition of construction and the established values

Preservation plan

of the settlement,

General plan, relies on a well-known values of town, throughout

3| creating new urban values,

its segments’ valorisation and precisely defined plan of

4| restoring and reconstructing historical and environmental

operation. Beside, need for further growth and development on

units,

one hand, and for coherence between old and new on the

5| preserving natural values and the environment.

other, was also contented. In order to gain previously defined
aims, some general guidelines were defined:

The heritage of Smederevo has a developmental course from

-Preservation of “fixed system”, i.e. already preserved objects

prehistory to the present day. It presents an indisputable

and those which were about to gain this status;

confirmation of the continuity of life in this region and the

-Reconstruction of parts of wholes with monumental

duration of the settlement. Thus, in the planning, the tendency is

characteristics;

to affirm such qualities, considering the newly established

-Reconstruction of monuments’ peripheries;

economic relations and the needs of the city.

-Presentations and implementations.
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Partial urban conservancy

General urban reconstruction

Partial urban conservancy refers to preservation and actions

These measures are to be conducted within conflict zones- parts

within the parts of city which are of a great monumental

of the city which are endangered not only from the perspective

importance. It is “partial” due to a lack of some objects’

of preservation of monumental construction, but also from

“monumental” characteristics, thus enabling potential

perspective of every urbanistic and social aspect.

reconstruction to be undertaken. When it comes to urban whole
preservation methods, it completely relies on each characteristic
of urban elements- regulation, parcel, object.
Oriented urban renovation
It refers to integral parts which are located in the background or
have direct contact with the street lines, which are unfinished or
their construction fund is of a bad quality, with no special
monumental characteristics. Main function of these particular
areas is to preserve zones with a monumental relevance.
Urban reconstruction
This term refers to some parts of wholes with monumental
characteristics which are endangered by unsuitable
modifications and reconstructions. These can also be seen as
conflict zones within monumental zones.
Urban reconstruction is essential because of heritable structure
which is to be preserved, but also because of possibilities of
reconstruction in order to keep shape and functionality concord
together.
Preservation of natural assets and configuration
These rules refer to protecting and acting within the areas of
the city which have specific terrain properties and parks. These
zones’ characteristics caused forming the existing urban
system, since they were extremely significant for urban matric
and area development.
Kaleidoscope | revitalisation and reuse of Silo in Smederevo, Serbien
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Plan of cultural heritage protection
Site plan
1:5000
cultural monument of a great importance
cultural monument in the procedure
object of former preservation

ube

Dan
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Smederevo Fortress with protected area
Plan of cultural heritage protection

1| inner part of Smederevo Fortress
2| protected surrounding of Smederevo Fortress
3| city’s urban core
4| industrial area

cultural monument of a great importance
cultural monument in the procedure
object of former preservation
preservation of historical routes
10. Present situatio

1| inner part of Smederevo Fortress - urban preservation
2| protected surrounding of Smederevo Fortress
2.1| planned urban restauration
2.2| planned urban reconstruction
2.3| partially urban preservation
11. Building heritage protection plan
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urban consevancy
partial urban consevancy
oriented urban renovation
urban reconstruction
preservation of natural assets and configuration
general urban preservation
preservation of historical routes

12. Building heritage protection plan
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03| Silo in Smederevo
History

Silo in Smederevo

Czech constructors‘ industrial-architecture legacy

Because of state’s geographic attribute(i.e. its enormous area),

Development of Danube river road between two world wars

there was lack of logistic, financial and technical conditions to

provided dynamic development of large spectra of industrial

support grand projects like this one by itself; that’s why not only

architecture structures such as quays and ports, river hangars,

public companies were the part of the project, but private firms

warehouses and depots, but also diverse types of production

as well, whose boards were in charge of making decisions

complexes for storing and processing grains. As an integrative

concerning building these specific objects.

part of former, Silo “Oblasne stedionice” (Region savings
institution) in Smederevo was built at the beginning of 1940. on

Each firm, whose main focus was on financing and leading

Danube river. This project originated from renowned Czech

projects which referred to industrial products, had its own

atelier Matija Bleh, who already had experience in projects

subsidiary in each bigger place and city in Yugoslavia, with a main

similar to this one and who was already involved in development

role of defining and implementing strategy decisions of

of those on a territory of former Yugoslavia.

constructing and carrying out these projects. As a result of that
type of business organisation on one hand, and keeping the

Modern architecture concept of stereometric silo’s form

coherence with former economic study on the other, in 1931.has

unquestionable reflects contemporary ideas of the building’s

been started with building of monumental Silo under the

author, which can be obvious through utilization of facade which

auspices of Specific board of Region savings institution.

is supported by notable, but still elegant, plastic decoration. Silo

Silo’s construction had also a strategic intent of improving

can easily and undoubtedly be defined as a building of a great

economic and industrial situation of Smederevo, because

importance not only for industrial development of a city, but also

agricultural laborers could stock grains in “Danube’s site”, and

for keeping the pace with the modern architecture.

thus be paid 60% of market’s daily prices throughout

Despite its pompous presentation in Smederevo´s image, what

warrant-recipes discounting. In order to improve existing quality

Silo actually represent is monument of interwar poverty, and on

of domestic processed grains, to maintain the market price at the

the other hand one of the best piece of art of a famous

certain level, and to plan an export of grains- idea about building

Yugoslavian civil engineer- Djordje Lazarevic.

a silo-Public site in Smederevo started to appear as a next logical

13. Silo’s original form

step.
Along with the development in diverse areas of public income,

On April 15th, 1931. decision about building silo was finally

interwar period in Yugoslavia was also known by economic

verified on Podunavlje area savings institution board meeting by

growth, which provided higher living standard and new

President of Board Dimitrije V. Ljotic and President of Watchdog

workplaces.

committee Milivoj Petrovic, under authorization of Ban of

As exponential growth of agriculture became noticeable, so is

Danube bannat Milan Nikolic.

the need for enlarging industrial capacities for processing and
stocking products of former came up.
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Czech firm Kolben-Danek, atelier arch. Matija Bleh, was

That is why plinth reinforcement became one of the most

elected as a building contractor, while Courthouse and City

significant technical task for silo constructors, especially in days

council of Smederevo provided free land for building. Project

of winter, which are known for strong winds. Additional

started on August 1, 1931. and was finished on the June 1, 1932.

precautionary measures were also implemented in the very

Optimal operation and site on which Silo was built was result of

construction of building, although its capability of curving

detailed analysis, based on dissection of silos plans which

(vertical and horizontal) was planned from a very beginning. This

already existed abroad. Location was carefully selected so it

extra reinforcement is most noticeable on ground-floor’s base,

could provide the perfect connection with road, railway and river

as cross-fixed plate made of reinforced concrete.

network, thus providing untroubledly silo’s supplying whenever
one or two approaches were blocked for transporters. Besides,

Silo consists of basement, ground floor, and six floors, of which

transport of raw materials was enabled through the system of

the last one acts as an engine-room for ventilation system, used

frontal and lateral ramps, system of snake-pipes, and specific

to maintain optimal level of temperature and humidity in silo’s

mechanism system of pipe-network.

cells. Not only did constructors had to overcome these barriers,

Specific purpose of an object, which had to provide

but they also needed to think about alluvion of Danube, whose

microclimate conditions of optimal temperature and humidity,

level could exceed for more than five meters above the line of

required a special treatment of different types of material- in this

flood defence. Besides, during the projects end period in winter

case reinforced concrete and brick. Silo cell walls, as well as

1931. and 1932.rain and constant low temperatures caused

construction of main building, were made of reinforced

usage of, at that time, most advanced materials, adjective

concrete. Facade, which was laid over concrete construction

composites, mechanical heating of cement and mortar, and even

walls in order to keep optimal inner temperature, was made out

adding a salt in water during the construction.

15. Rear side of the Silo

of the bricks. The same effect is accomplished on roof, where
cavity roof construction made of concrete can be found.

In spring 1932.building of silo was finally brought to the end and

Reinforced concrete is also used for basement in order to avert

at that moment it was the most modern constructed object for

any danger which could arise as a result of pressure or wetness

storing grains in Serbia. Its maximum capacity was 50 wagons

each time Danube threatened to burst its banks.

of refined grains per day. Bearing in mind that silo consists of
20 cells for product stocking, capacity of storehouse is 300.000

Bearing in mind complexity of task and artful system of both

wagons. Its tremendous size (20 cells, each of them capable for

elevated and sunken parts of construction of silo, it was needful

storing 70 tons of product) and complexity had to be coherent

to build reinforced plinth-network so that any type of sagging

with and to respond to the most demanding requests.

could be prevented, since silo is thirty meters high.
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First of all, great attention was dedicated to specific grain-trans-

Judging by preserved documents, interviews, his statements to

port program, and to technological process of food-refinement

newspapers, and captions in eminent and competent prints, it

by using the special aspirators, sorting, automatic measuring,

can easily be said that Lazarevic contributed to a large extent to

drying, and constant airing. Some of silo’s cells kept diverse types

every major construction work that took place in that period of

of products, i.e. bean, pea, wheat, and corn. It is very interesting

time. Some of them are: residential-commercial buildings with

to mention that every single type of grain had special treatment

theatre Velizara Mitrovica in Knez Mihajlova and Obilicev venac

of storing.

in Belgrade, building of trader Dusan Popov in Francuskoj ulici,

Safety of stored content was also one of constructor’s main

Milisav Radosavljevic’s building- Curcije with theatre “Siti” on

goals, besides silo’s ordinary purpose. Namely on the last floor

Terazije, department store “Ta-Ta” in Knez Mihajlova in Belgrade,

existed one water cistern capacity of 10 cubes, which was used

hotel “Mazestik”, etc.

against potential fire.
Each one of these buildings had a stamp of “Matija Bleh
Cistern was attached to automatic pump, which supplied water

architecture” company, although none of them had more

from a well dug right next to the silo, since water from Danube

detailed

was not to be used because content could be contaminated.

valorised plans of construction and every architectural handling

Complex program and content of object mirrored not only in its

was based on Lazarevic’s notes about projects.

peculiar values, but also in fact that expert from different fields

As a main consequence of lack of completely provided

(i.e. architects, constructors, building contractors) banded

historic-geographic background and technical documentation

together in order to create something as marvellous as

(not only about construction, but also about issuing building

Smederevo’s silo. It can be unambiguously said that academic

permits), nowadays we are more likely to believe that this

Djordje Lazaravic (1903-1993), who owned private construction

particular piece of art can be seen as a credit to other architects,

company and had opportunity to work in several large architect

who were also a part of “Matija Blech architect” company.

bureaus, deserves special and honourable place among these

One of them, who appeared right after the World war I, was

experts. He is also creator of some of the most eminent

Czech engineer and architect Jaroslav Prhal, whose life-work is

architectonic creations such as: palace “Albania”, bridge over

related to entire period between two world wars (1922-1941).

Vardar river in Skopje, department store “Ta-Ta” in Belgrade, etc.

His objects were often imagined and realized in accordance with

After he graduated and served the army, Djordje Lazarevic

spirit of time and current architecture trends of that specific

became employee in “Matija Bleh architect” company in 1928.

period, despite of his historical-geographical ambiguousness;

and was active participant in almost every project that this

Jaroslav Prhal was one the main persons who was always an

company was carrying out in the area of former Yugoslavia,

endorser of Matija Bleh’s atelier projects:

16. Former quay

especially in third decade of 20th century during the exponential
growth of construction industry.
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from representative building of Serbian-American bank in Kralja

architect perspective, including reason of implementation of

Milana, Art Deco on building of National bank of Yugoslavia, way

primary architectonic plastic. Lazarevic also mentions vertical

to the buildings which can be seen as a part of mellow

array of windows, where stairs can be found, and horizontal,

modernism such as Milisav Radosavljevic’s building- Curcije with

which is located in hall on the 5th floor and on the ground floor.

theatre “Siti” on Terazije and Jindrzih Zboril’s building in Kralja

Beside that, bare clean and steady surface of building’s main c

Petra (object from 1938).

orpus is designed for silo’s cells, while outstanding columns on
the ground floor imply that it is one firm construction carrying

Previous cooperation between Prhal and Lazarevic could be seen

heavy weight. Columns also provide that “monumental plastic”

throughout the Milisav Radosavljevic’s building, where Prhal was

look of a ground floor. It is also necessary to mention great

endorser and author of architecture, whereas Lazarevic beyond

precision when it comes to bright, clean, and straight lines and

any doubt had ownership over constructive parts refer to

surfaces, which adjunctively emphasize allure of silo’s

theatre, since he had quoted his innovative project (e.g.roof

architecture, thus symbolizing one uniformity of a great

constructions and hall balconies), that way introducing thin walls

mechanism, what silo actually is. In Lazarevic’s description is

and other elements completely made of reinforced concrete.

also emphasized necessity for “optimal hygiene conditions and a

Several details, which can be found in preserved autographies

plenty light in order to provide workers pleasant work

and technical elaborations, indicate plausible Prhal’s role in

atmosphere in situation in which air has to be dry and heavy”.

17. Silo building with surroundings

construction of Silo: in former can, above all, be seen assimilation
of technical processes and handwriting in elaborations for other

Through the appearance of modern architecture, whose

Prhal’s projects which were grounded in Belgrade, especially for

expansion was most noticeable on enormous number of

Milisav Markovic’s villa in Cvijiceva and also his own house in

buildings at the beginning of fourth decade of 20th century, we

Knicanska 10 (both of them took places in Belgrade). Although

can easily define properties of period in which industrial building

this can not be seen as a sufficient data (because it could easily

of silos was built. The most efficient way of doing that is simply

happen that behind these plans was completely random

by looking the photographs originated from that period, which

technical draftsman or even group of them), it still indicates that

clearly explain basic principles of former. Not only that, but on a

silo was a product of a rather several actors who managed to

very object are noticeable details indicating importance of spirit

carry out such a pompous project, which still defies time.

of architecture in shaping an industrial object, with nothing more
than industrial role. Machinery facility’s window-lines act like a

On the other hand, Lazarevic’s competent texts about silo, which

contrast to uniform, grey and empty concrete plates of main

were published right after construction was completed, provide

storing facilities. These windows are riverward and linked among

not only elaborated problems and usage of complete machinery

themselves with narrow stripes.

from an engineer’s point of view, but also every detail from
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As much as the need for showing very construction of a building
was strong (that can be interpreted as pointing out new and
until that moment unused materials), these windows and
manner in which they’re defined (i.e. plastic stripes and
bottom-hinged sash and top-hung windows) show us that
modernism was already a part of current architecture.
Using different materials in order to design, and to make
something functional, was pretty much related to the Czech
architects, especially to Jan Dubov, who was among others child
of modernism and also part of “Matija Bleh architect” company
and a colleague of Jaroslav Prhal. They knew each other from a
moment they came in Belgrade, as employees and great
architects.
Perforation of wall contextures are threated in a different
manners: when it comes to stairs, light reaches to them from the

19. Cross section

20. Roof plan

narrow openings disposed as vertical contiguous arrays. Some
of the secondary plastic appears to be recidivation of previous
time; e.g. flat coronal which circumfluence over a massive
volume of silo’s cell walls. This mass is on the ground floor
quieted down by pulling the walls between reinforced concrete
columns, thus emphasizing columns, whereas windows attained
diverse network of sub partitions, which soon became regular
motif in industrial architecture.

21. Longitudial section
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Building Condition
Silo in Smederevo

In the time of value erosion, recognizing architectural and
historical characteristics of industrial heritage is one of the most
important goals for modern national architecture explorer. In
that sense, silos represents tremendous monument of interwar
architect’s persistence and willingness, whereas its construction
was a result of an idea of great Yugoslavian architect and
builder- Djordje Lazarevic.
First alterations of silos took place in 1981., when only two silo
cells and mechanical functioning system were renewed. That
wasn’t enough, since silos had already stopped working in 1985.
25 years after its termination, it becomes subject of an auction,
whereas new owners got a permission to turn it into hotel.
Newly arose situation brought some drastic changes in Silo’s

22. Facade - north

look; most noticeable are those that have something to do with
new windows, which not only were to modern and characterless
compared to a whole construction, but were also distorted when
it comes to size. However, project stopped there, due to a lack of
financial assets and bankruptcy of a firm. This can only serve as a
reminder that great pieces of art, away from public’s eyes, simply
wander in the ocean of apathy and inadequate use.

23. Facade - west
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24. Ground floor

26. Second floor

25. Ground floor - mechanical room

27. Second floor
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31. Fourth floor - only remains of original windows

28. Third floor

29. Stairs leading to a flooded basement

32. Gallery

30. First floor - prototype of hotel room
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33. Gallery before bankruptcy of a firm - last alterations
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Alteration plan drawings
Silo in Smederevo
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rooftop
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Views
1:200

facade - east
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facade - north
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04| Kaleidoscope - City museum
Building references

Kaleidoscope - City museum

The Factory

Zeitz MOCCA

34. Cement factory, exterior | Ricardo Bofill

36. Zeitz Mocca, exterior | Heatherwick

35.Cement factory, interior | Ricardo Bofill

Architect | Ricardo Bofill
Location | Sant Just Desvern, Spain
Year | 1973-1975

37. Zeitz Mocca, interior | Heatherwick

The disused cement factory, an industrial complex
consisting of over 30 silos, subterranean galleries and
huge machine rooms are transformed into the head
office of Taller de Arquitectura.
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Architect | Thomas HeatherwicK
Location | Cape Town, South Africa
Year | 2017

“The world’s tubiest building”, The Zeitz Museum of
Contemporary Art Africa, created within the grain silo
building is set to become the world’s most important
exhibition space for African art.
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Competition Kunstsilo

The House of the Living and The House of The Dead

38. Rendering | Miestres Wage & MX SI Architects

40. Rendering | Thornstrom & Pajnowska

39. Rendering | Miestres Wage & MX SI Architects

41. Rendering | Thornstrom & Pajnowska

Architect | MESTRES WÅGE ARQUITECTES
MX SI ARCHITECTURAL STUDIO
Location | Kristiansand, Norway
Year | 2016

Convert of a 1935 harbor-side grain silo into an art
museum. The Concept demonstrates a crystal-clear
combination of architectural self-assurance and humble
respect for the silo building.
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Architect | Fredrik Thornström
Karolina Pajnowska
Location | Malmö, Sweden
Year | 2016

A disused grain silo in Malmö is converted into a
crematorium and “vertical cemetery”, proposal by
Swedish architecture students of Lund University.
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Project description

Kaleidoscope - City museum
Preface
The motivation for the choice of this topic is based on the

Building new industrial zone on one hand, and promenade on

3| Deaf room (explosion in 1941.) – last row will be dedicated

current situations in my home country. Twenty years after the

the exact location of the old one on other, led to exponential

to casualties of great ammunition explosion, which took place in

end of socialism, Serbia still appears to be in the phase of

growth of Smederevo and creating base for new usage of a

1941. in Tvrdjava. Materials that are going to be used for these

early capitalism where economic interests of individuals are

former great industrial center.

cells’ interior are the one to absorb most of the sounds, thus

more superior than the needs of society. This social state

making them the quietest spots in whole construction.

behavior appears also in protection of historical buildings and

Concept

The last two remaining silo cells are to be left hollow, with only

monuments. Through the uncoordinated and uncontrolled ex-

Our ocular tendencies have hindered the way we design. The

one bridge at the top, thus offering visitors full experience of the

pansion of building without city-planning regulations, many

design process has become a series of distant two-dimensional

cells’ volume without any obstacle disturbing their view.

valuable and often unique works buildings have already become

decisions. We are composers of volume, choreographers of

victims of the system. This particular situation, that I used as a

motions, and sculptors of light and shadow.

Materialization

starting point led me to deal with the conversion of industrial

In this project silo cells are presented through the “experience

In order to preserve silo’s original look in best possible way,

objects which are no longer used. They are an integral part of

of space”, where each cell (or rather groups of them) has a role

materials which are going to be used for its renovation would be

history, witnesses of the past.

of rousing visitors’ visual and hearing senses by showing some of

identical to ones used in its construction. Its facade is coated in

the most important moments in history of the city. There are 3

plaster, while interior is decked with exposed concrete.

Location

different kinds of space, with one thing in common: each of them

Location of silo has perfect connection with three different types

contains bridges which, on one hand, provide visitors to move

of transport: road, railway and river network, thus providing

freely throughout cells and thus seeing as much as

wider spectra of choices for visitors.

possible and, on the other, leave space for light which comes

The roof of the silo offers the most dazzling panoramic view of

from the top of construction, making cells bright enough:

the surroundings. Silo is riverward, thus looking on the north,
while east side view is facing the Smederevo Fortress, and on the

1| Visual room (“Ukras” factory) – this line of 3 cells is

south, the view towards the city side. The already existing

dedicated to a former textile factory “Ukras” and is to be filled

projects in the surrounding area are most low-level

with different types of fabric, as a main symbol of a former.

constructions. The shape of the silo is dominant, and has

2| Echo room (“Zelezara Smederevo”) – second row of cells

become an integral part of the contour, as well as a good point of

refers to existence of iron and steel factory, which is of extreme

reference for orientation in the city.

importance for a modern life of a city. Interior of these cells is to

In order to reduce the impact of externalities of industrial zone

be coated with metal panels, and in the background visitors will

on Smederevo, authorities decided that it would be in a city’s

be able to hear sounds, which can be heard in factories of these

best interest to move zone in the south- east part, which was

type.

followed by not only shutting down every single facility
alongshore, but also closing the harbor.
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Location

new harbour

new
iron and steel plant

Smederevo Fortress
church | center
train | bus station
silo|old harbour

old
iron and steel plant
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Concept
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explosion

deaf room

iron panels

iron and steel plant

echo room

strings

textile factory

visual room
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05| Design
Site plan
1:1000
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Site plan
1:333

pedestrian zone
road

Danube

river access
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Plan drawings

gallery
experience of space
permanent exhibition
entrance|bar
winery | restaurant
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GROUND FLOOR
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1ST MEZZANINE FLOOR
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3RD FLOOR
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5TH FLOOR Gallery
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